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THULE SUBTERRA CONVERTIBLE CARRY ON 

Thule Subterra Convertible 
Carry On
TSD340 
A versatile, soft-sided carry-on designed to help 
maximize packing space. Includes a separate sleek 
laptop sleeve for travel convenience.

1. Can be carried in two different ways: as a backpack and a  
shoulder bag (all straps tuck away when not in use)

2. Laptop and tablet can be carried separate from the bag  
in removable sleeve with tablet storage, PowerPocket and 
accessory organization

3. Cords are neatly managed between your device and your  
mobile charger in the internal PowerPocket

4. Keep belongings organized and contained with the zippered  
mesh divider in the main compartment

5. Separate your shoes and dirty laundry from other belongings  
in the multi-purpose compartment

6. Smooth lifting and rearranging in overhead bins with top,  
side and bottom grab handles 

7. Complies with carry-on requirements for most airlines

8. Effortless travel thanks to secure attachment to rolling  
luggage using the pass-through panel

9. Securely store and easily access important documents in  
hidden passport pocket behind pass-through panel

10. Quick access to keys, wallet and smaller items through  
zippered mesh pocket

MODEL NUMBER UPC / EAN CODE COLOR

3204023 085854245036  Black

3204024 085854245043  Dark Forest

3203444 085854239066  Mineral

3203445 085854239073  Ember

REPLACES AVAILABLE DATE CATEGORY
3203443 October 1, 2019 Travel Bags & Luggage

EXTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
8.3 x 13.8 x 21.7 in 21.0 x 35.0 x 55.0 cm

INTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
16.0 x 1.25 x 10.5 in 40.5 x 3.2 x 27.0 cm

IN-PACKAGING DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
15.4 x 3.5 x 21.7 in 39.0 x 9.0 x 55.0 cm

PRODUCT WEIGHT PRODUCT VOLUME
3.52 lb / 1.60 kg 2440 cu in / 40 L

PACKAGING TYPE PRODUCT MATERIALS
Hangtag 800D Nylon

MASTER CARTON QTY MASTER CARTON WEIGHT
2 18.68 lbs / 8.48 kg

MASTER CARTON DIMS
22.8 x 17.7 x 15.0 in 58.0 x 45.0 x 38.0 cm

MASTER CARTON VOLUME
2706 cu in 79.3 L

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN WARRANTY POLY BAG
Vietnam Limited Lifetime Single

KEYWORDS
Travel Backpack, duffel bag, convertible, shoulder bag, carry-on, carry 
on, carryon, suitcase, luggage, tuck away straps, hideaway strap, hide 
away straps, laptop, macbook, tablet, ipad, cord management, pow-
erpocket, power pocket, organization, divider, grab handles, luggage 
attachment, luggage pass through, luggage pass-through, pass through 
panel, hidden pocket, passport, accessory pocket, 40L, 40 liter
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